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Article abstract
ABSTRACT
Globalization of Fieldwork and/or Internationalisation of Scientiflc Tradition ?
The Utopia of a No-Frontier Anthropology
The history of anthropology pinpoints the crucial role of national tradition in
ils élaboration, including in the present era of globalization. The nature of the
discipline and the relationships between the anthropologists, whether from the
North or the South, and their fields have been subjected to major
transformations during the past half-century. The globalization of research
fields has intensified the mobility of researchers. Unfortunately, the
postmodernist stand has solved these contradictions in a purely ahistorical and
literary approach. The professional culture of anthropologists must be both
plural and really international inspirit. In spite of the cultural relativism and
the cosmopolitism of disciplinary traditions, anthropological paradigms still
refer to ethnocentric national orientations. The author concludes with the
specifie but exemplary case of the post-apartheid South-African field and
wonders about the making of an anthropology without frontiers which would
not turn out to be an utopia.
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